[Prospects for use of the anterior chamber of the eye for studying proliferation, differentiation and hybridization of tumor cells].
The anterior chamber of mammalian eye (ACE) is one of the places of organism privileged immunologically that permits to use it for transplantations of allogenic tissues. Besides, the medium filling the chamber, provides an excellent growth of transplants there, whereas the transparent cornea allows to control the growth. The analysis of results obtained with this method shows its acceptibility both for heterotransplantations of tumors including human tumors, and for homotransplantations with the aim to study the progression of tumors and the selection of constant tumor lines. The ACE is easily applicable for studying morphogenetic potentialities of tumor cells, as well as their ability to differentiation and normalization, because its medium has the quality of "differentiating" for many tissues. Cytological heterogeneity, revealed during tumor transplantations, allows to study the spectrum of cytological variability and transgression of tumor characters at different stages of their progression. The ACE can be used for estimation of tumor formation ability of tumor cells by determining TD50 (tumor dosis 50) which is important for estimation of different kinds of damage (X-rays, chemotherapy etc.). According to authors' point of view, it is very perspective to use the anterior chamber of eye for elaboration of effective methods of hybridization tumor cells with normal ones.